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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like LAZY WRITERS!

WHY ARE PEOPLE NOT
WRITING MORE
AWESOME ARTICLES?

The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Things Not to Print Your Resume On

The Daily Bull can’t be
daily without input from
writers, guests, and
awesome trained
midget weasels. If you
see something funny
around campus, write
about it! Hit us up at
bull@mtu.edu or join us
at our meeting tonight!

SHUN THE WRITERS!
SHUN! SHUN!

You are Listening to WMTU 91.9 FM
Houghton!
by Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

“Have you heard WMTU is back on air?” In case you have not heard,
WMTU is once again open for business! If you tune in your FM dial
to 91.9 you will hear the sweet, sweet sound of your fellow peers
and community members pumping tunes, talking or just hanging out...
On the radio.
“What’s this?! Where the fuck have you been WMTU?” WMTU hasn’t
gone anywhere. Earlier on in the semester, the station was not broadcasting. Instead, the staff of WMTU was hard at work using magical
powers (blood, sweat, and tears) to turn the station into what it is
now: the prized jewel of Wadsworth Hall’s underside.
“Well, what’s different? It sure SOUNDS the same..” Ask anyone who
has been a show host in both the old and new booth. The new
booth includes a custom counter top made to withstand 24/7 showhosting, a whole new board featuring OLED displays (that stands for
Oh Lawdy, Electric Disco!), dimmer switches, a
40” TV and a Swedish butler named Sven. What
else is new? Well there’s a cardboard box in the
CD library. Someone should really pick that up.
“OK sounds alright. Tell me more!” Come on
down and check out the station in the basement of Wadsworth Hall! You won’t be disappointed...

Your penis
A shaved cat
Mega Milk doujinshi
The back of your STD test results
Your ass
Branded onto a calf
On a pizza box
In icing on a cake
In icing on two dozen cupcakes
A subpoena
A bounced check
On the Lode
Skywriting
On the side of a blimp
Written in lines of blow
In the snow with your piss
Etched in stone
Etch-a-Sketch
Lite-Brite
Overhead transparencies
Graffiti on the side of Fisher
In blood on a tile floor
On a scroll given to an infinite
amount of monkeys with infinite
typewriters
All the sticky notes
In a flip book
In the condensation on their
shower wall
Keyed into the recruiter’s car
Glue and glitter
Written in Vogon Poetry
In fortune cookies
Cut and paste ransom note

Jigsaw puzzle
Wheel of Fortune puzzle
En Espanol where available
In Binary
Sidewalk chalk
Etched microscopically into the
head of a pencil, that you use to
sign something in front of them
Interpretive dance
Crop circles
Misspelt spam email
The bodies of their families
Egyptian Hieroglyphics
In everyone else’s resume
Done in the form of the YMCA
dance
On the EERC tree oh wait
Condoms
8 ½’’ x 11’’ standard black sheet
of paper (With gel pens)
The Necronomicon
CS neckbeard
MEEM 304 Chalkboard
Tea Leaves
Keyed into the recruiter’s car
On the Dark Side of the Moon
In a Lazor Show (unless you’re
lighting and sound design)
Acted out in a porn flick
In Closed Captioning
….In a pearl necklace (no we
aren’t)
In a team effort pearl necklace
Okay fuck it we really are done

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Don’t Be These People

The Steaming Pile - v 2.0

by Ruben Garcia ~ Daily Bull

The Underdressed: Wow, ok.
So you decide to go hunting for
a job in the middle of winter in a
pair of basketball shorts, a graphic
t-shirt, and sunglasses. What were
you thinking? This is not a beach
party in Malibu. This is where you
get the job that lets you AFFORD
those parties.
The Unshowered: *Sniff* *Sniff*
Do you smell that? Of course you
don’t. You think that because you
changed your underwear yesterday that you can’t possibly smell.
Clean clothes do nothing to mask
the smell of phunk. That’s right,
you smell so gnarly that you don’t
smell like funk, no, you smell like
PHUNK. The ph is there to warn
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Writers of Awesome: Olivia Zajac, Simon Mused, Cameron
Long, Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller, Alex Dinsmoor, Jeanine
Chmielewski, Kara Bakowski, Kay McMahon, Sam Schall, Kayla
Herrera, Ian Smith, Veronica Tabor, Ryan Grainger, John Pastore,
Bill Melcher, Ben Harris, and they don’t write...
©2012 (thanks Kurt!) by the Daily Bull, a non-profit
organization. All rights reserved. Articles may be
freely distributed electronically or on late night talk
shows provided credit is given, and that this notice is
included. The Daily Bull reserves the right to refuse
any advertisements or guest articles without reason.
All opinionated letters sent to the editor (on paper
or to bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to
be published unless expressly stated otherwise by
the sender. Original works printed in the Daily Bull
remain the property of the creator, however the Daily
Bull reserves the right to reprint any submissions in
future issues unless specifically asked not to do so by
the creator. If you keep reading this small text, you’ll
be forced to watch kitten stomping!

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily
Bull for buying our own damn printer that this
publication is printed on. We would also like
to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to
pay for our paper and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions
& comments should be
directed to bull@mtu.edu

The Illiterate: Um...uh..um....
yea....I did stuff.....um...sure....
yep. See that thing that cannot
be called a sentence? Well, it
can’t be called a thought either.
Or a conversation. So if you
are this guy, enroll in a speech
class, gargle some marbles a’ la
The Kings Speech, and man the
crap up.

Places Not To Host Career Fair

ALL THE WAY UP AT THE DAMNED SDC IN
THE SNOW UPHILL BOTH WAYS GUARDED BY
LIONS AND OH MY GOD IT’S COLD OUTSIDE.

These, dear readers, are the
three most common people I
saw at the fair, and I pity the fool
that does ANY one of them. If
you happen to be all three, at
once no less, then you belong
at Northern.

Liam Neeson Movies

SEARCHER

Brought to you by - Liz Fujita

STEER

Well, dear readers, I am going to
tell you the worst people at the
career fair. No, I am not talking
about the job Valkyries that are
the recruiters. Nay, I am talking
about us. From the un-showered
C.S. Major to the illiterate mechanical engineer, these are the
worst people to be at the career
fair. And they come to career fair
every single year...

Straight from You-Know-Where!

everybody in the vicinity that your
smell is acidic and hazardous to
human health.

the

Worst hugs. Worst handshakes.
Worst kisses. These are all things
that have been on the internet
for a while under top 10 worst
things.

AXE
BACKSWORD
BAYONET
BRASS KNUCKLES
CANNON
CLAYMORE
CLUB
COMPOSITE
BOW
CROSSBOW
CUTLASS
DAGGER
FLAMETHROWER
GAUNTLET
GLAIVE
GRENADE

HARPOON
HATCHET
JAVELIN
KATANA
KATARA
LONGBOW
LONGSWORD
MACE
MACHINE GUN
MINE

MORTAR
NANDAO
PICKAXE
PIKE
PISTOL
QUARTERSTAFF
RAPIER
REVOLVER
RIFLE
ROCKET LAUNCHER

RUNGU
SABRE
SHORT SWORD
SHOTGUN
SPEAR
TESSEN
TOMAHAWK
YANMAODAO
YARI
YATAGAN

